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Ovi

 

allows you to lifecast

 

your real life location and what you’re up to to your Facebook

 

friends in 
a fantastic new way. Publishing not just your location by coordinates and address, but also by 
the semantic name of the place you lifecast

 

from –

 

with links to the location and map on 
Facebook so friends are able to read your status updates and join the conversation.

How to use lifecasting

 

with Ovi:

Lifecasting

 

with Ovi

Share memorable
moments with your
Facebook friends

Ovi

 

is going to let you lifecast

 

your life in a fantastic new way. You can download the lifecasting

 

with Ovi

 

widget from Nokia Betalabs

 

at betalabs.nokia.com

www.ovi.com

1.

 

Add the home screen widget:

 

You can start 
lifecasting

 

directly from the home screen of your 
Nokia N97 mini. Simply download the widget and 
then add it to your home screen.
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.

 

Select where you are:

 

Your Nokia N97 mini  
detects your real life location via GPS/A-GPS or 
network positioning. You may share the street 
address you are at or a meaningful place from the 
nearby points of interest (POIs) or a favorite place 
saved on your Ovi

 

MapsBeta.

3.

 

Enter your status: With lifecasting

 

you can also 
let others know what you are up to.

4.

 

Attach a photo:

 

To capture the moment and 
make it more memorable, you can also take a 
photo and share it with your friends.

5.

 

Go to Facebook:

 

Open your Facebook

 

profile and 
see what you are lifecasting. Check out if your 
friends have left any comments and keep the 
conversation going.
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